Let K be an imaginary quadratic field of discriminant d K Ä 7. We deal with problems of constructing normal bases between abelian extensions of K by making use of singular values of Siegel functions. First, we find normal bases of ring class fields of orders of bounded conductors depending on d K over K by using a criterion deduced from the Frobenius determinant relation. Next, denoting by K .N / the ray class field modulo N of K for an integer N 2 we consider the field extension K .p 2 m/ =K .pm/ for a prime p 5 and a positive integer m relatively prime to p and then find normal bases of all intermediate fields over K .pm/ by utilizing Kawamoto's arguments. We further investigate certain Galois module structure of the field extension K .p n m/ =K .p`m/ with n 2`, which would be an extension of Komatsu's work.
Introduction
Let F be a finite Galois extension of a field L. Then there exists a normal basis of F over L, namely a basis of the form ¹x W 2 Gal.F=L/º for a single element x 2 F by the Normal Basis Theorem ( [32, Section 8.11] ). After Okada ([24] ) had constructed normal bases of the ray class fields over the Gaussian field Q. p 1/, several other people treated the problem of generating normal bases of abelian extensions of other imaginary quadratic fields by special values of elliptic functions or elliptic modular functions ( [1] , [18] , [25] , [30] ). Jung-Koo-Shin ( [13] ) recently found normal bases of ray class fields over any imaginary quadratic field of discriminant Ä 7 by utilizing Siegel functions.
Let K be an imaginary quadratic field and H O be the ring class field of the order O of conductor N 2 in K. In number theory, ring class fields over imaginary quadratic fields play an important role in the study of certain quadratic Diophantine equations. For example, let n be a positive integer and H O be the ring class field of the order O D ZOE p n in K D Q. p n/. If p is an odd prime not dividing n, then the following statements are equivalent:
p D x 2 C ny 2 is solvable for some integers x and y, the Legendre symbol . n=p/ D 1 and f n .X/ Á 0 .mod p/ has an integer solution, where f n .X / is the minimal polynomial of a real algebraic integerw hich generates H O over K ( [5, Theorem 9.2] ).
It is a classical result by the Main Theorem of Complex Multiplication that for any proper fractional O-ideal a, the j -invariant j.a/ is an algebraic integer and generates H O over K (see [21] or [27] ). Unlike the classical case, however, Chen and Yui ( [2] ) constructed a generator of the ring class field of certain conductor in terms of the singular value of the Thompson series which is a Hauptmodul for 0 .N / or 0 .N / . Here, 0 .N / D ¹ 2 SL 2 .Z/ W Á 0 .mod N /º and 0 .N / is the subgroup of SL 2 .R/ generated by 0 .N / and 0 1= p N p N 0
. Similarly, Cox-McKay-Stevenhagen ( [6] ) showed that certain singular value of a Hauptmodul for 0 .N / or 0 .N / with rational Fourier coefficients generates H O over K. Furthermore, Cho and Koo ([3] ) recently revisited and extended these results by using the theory of Shimura's canonical models and his reciprocity law. On the other hand, as we see in the above example, it is essential to find the minimal polynomial of j.O/ over K, namely, the class equation of O in order to solve such quadratic equations. Although there are several known algorithms for finding the class equations ( [2] , [5] , [15] , [23] ), we would like to adopt the idea of Gee and Stevenhagen ([9] , [29] ) because we could not claim with the formers that the conjugates of j.O/ form a normal basis of H O over K.
In this paper we shall first construct a ring class invariant of H O under the condition . Through a criterion developed in [13] we can show that the conjugates of the ring class invariant form a normal basis of H O over K (Theorem 4.9). In Section 5, however, we will show without assuming (1.1) that certain quotient of singular values of the (discriminant) -function becomes a ring class invariant, when the conductor of the extension H O =K is a prime power (Theorem 5.4).
On some arithmetic properties of Siegel functions (II) 27 For an integer N 2 let K .N / be the ray class field modulo N of K. Next, we shall consider in Section 6 the extension K .p 2 m/ =K .pm/ for a prime p 5 and a positive integer m relatively prime to p and, by means of Kawamoto's arguments ( [16] ), construct a normal basis of F over the field K .pm/ for each intermediate field F via singular values of Siegel functions as algebraic integers (Theorems 6.7 and 6.8). We shall further discuss in Section 7 certain Galois module structure of the ring of p-integers of K .p n m/ over that of K .p`m/ where n andà re positive integers with n 2`, which is motivated by a relation between the existence of normal basis in Z p -extension and the Greenberg's conjecture ( [7] , [8] ).
Field of modular functions
In this section we briefly review some necessary arithmetic properties of Siegel functions as modular functions.
For a positive integer N , let N D e 2 i=N and F N be the field of modular functions of level N which are defined over Q. N /. Then F N is a Galois extension of F 1 D Q.j. // (j denotes the elliptic modular function) whose Galois group is isomorphic to GL 2 .Z=N Z/=¹˙I 2 º. In order to describe the Galois action on the field F N , we consider the decomposition of the group
Here, the matrix 1 0 0 d acts on P 1 nD 1 c n e 2 i n =N 2 F N by
where d is the automorphism of Q. N / induced by N 7 ! d N . For an element 2 SL 2 .Z=N Z/=¹˙I 2 º, let 0 2 SL 2 .Z/ be a preimage of via the natural surjection SL 2 .Z/ ! SL 2 .Z=N Z/=¹˙I 2 º. Then acts on h 2 F N by composition
as a fractional linear transformation ([21, Chapter 6, Theorem 3]). For any pair .r 1 ; r 2 / 2 Q 2 Z 2 we define a Siegel function g .r 1 ;r 2 / . / on H (H denotes the complex upper half-plane) by the infinite product
where B 2 .X/ D X 2 X C 1=6 is the second Bernoulli polynomial, q D e 2 i and q z D e 2 iz with z D r 1 C r 2 . Then it is a modular unit which has no zeros and poles on H ( [20] ). For later use we introduce some arithmetic properties and a modularity condition of Siegel functions:
(ii) Let N be the smallest positive integer with N r 2 Z 2 . If N has at least two prime factors, then 1=g r . / is integral over ZOEj. /. If N D p s is a prime power, then 1=g r . / is integral over ZOE1=pOEj. /.
(iii) For 2 SL 2 .Z/ we get g 12 r . / ı D g 12 r . /: 
Action of Galois groups
We shall investigate an algorithm for finding all conjugates of the singular value of a modular function, from which we can determine the conjugates of the singular values of certain Siegel functions.
Let K (¤ Q. p 1/; Q. p 3/) be an imaginary quadratic field of discriminant d K and define
which is a generator of the ring of integers O K of K, that is, O K D ZOEÂ . We denote by H the Hilbert class field. Utilizing Shimura's reciprocity law, Gee and Stevenhagen ([9] , [29] ) described the actions of Gal.K .N / =H / and Gal.H=K/ explicitly. By extending their idea we shall examine Gal.H O =K/ for the order O of conductor N .
Note that under the properly equivalent relation, primitive positive definite quadratic forms aX 2 C bX Y C cY 2 of discriminant d K determine a group C.d K /, called the form class group of discriminant d K . We identify C.d K / with the set of all reduced primitive positive definite quadratic forms, which are characterized by the conditions
together with the discriminant relation if p j a and p j c;
(3.6)
.bC1/=2 c 1 0
if p j a and p − c;
.bC1/=2 a .1 b/=2 c 1 1
if p j a and p j c:
It is then well known that C. 
for d K Á 0 (mod 4);
On some arithmetic properties of Siegel functions (II) 31 By Shimura's reciprocity law we have an isomorphism 
where is the Euler function for ideals, namely .p n / D .N K=Q .p/ 1/N K=Q .p/ n 1 for a power of prime ideal p, w.N O K / is the number of roots of unity in K which are Á 1 .mod N O K / and w K is the number of roots of unity in K ([22, Chapter VI, Theorem 1]). For the order O of conductor N we know the formula
where .d K =p/ is the Legendre symbol for an odd prime p and .d K =2/ is the Kronecker symbol ([5, Chapter 2, Theorem 7.24]). Thus the second part of the proof depending on Lemma 3.1 can be also established by showing that
Proof. The assertion follows from the following diagram: 
Proof. The assertion follows from the following diagram: which will be used to prove our first main theorem.
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Normal bases of ring class fields
Let K (¤ Q. p 1/; Q. p 3/) be an imaginary quadratic field with d K (Ä 7) and let Â be defined as in (3.1) and N 2. If we put
Lemma 4.1. We have the following inequalities: Let Q D aX 2 C bX Y C cY 2 be a reduced primitive positive definite quadratic form of discriminant d K and Â Q be as in (3.5). If a 2, then the inequality
Proof. We may assume 0 Ä s Ä N=2 by Corollary 2.3. By equation (3.4), we have 2 Ä a Ä D because Q is a reduced primitive positive definite quadratic form. From the definition (2.3) we obtain thať 
Therefore we achieve thať 
which proves the lemma.
Remark 4.4. Observe that the condition (4.1) is stronger than (4.2), namely
We are ready to prove our main theorem about primitive generators of ring class fields over K. generates H O over K. It is a real algebraic integer and its minimal polynomial has integer coefficients. In particular, if the conductor N has at least two prime factors, then it is a unit.
By (3.10) and Theorem 3.2 we have 
On some arithmetic properties of Siegel functions (II) 37 from the condition (3.2) and the relation (3.3); henceˇQ D 1 0 0 1 as an element of GL 2 .Z=N Z/ by definitions (3.6) and (3.7), and Â Q D Â by definition (3.5) . We see from Corollary 2.3 that 
and this claims that g.Â/ is a real number. Further, we see from Proposition 2.1 (i) that the function g. / is integral over ZOEj. /. Since j.Â / is a real algebraic integer ([21, Chapter 5, Theorem 4]), so is the value g.Â /. Its minimal polynomial over K has integer coefficients. In particular, if N has at least two prime factors, the function 1=g. / is also integral over ZOEj. / by Proposition 2.1 (ii); hence g.Â / becomes a unit. 
This polynomial is irreducible over K, so x is indeed a primitive generator of the ring class field of the order of conductor 12 in Q. p 5/. Moreover, x is a unit because the constant term is 1. Therefore, it would be worthwhile to check how much further one can release from the condition (4.1). On the other hand, in the next section we will find in a different way a ring class invariant as singular value of certain quotient of the -function without the condition (4.1) when the conductor of the extension H O =K is a prime power.
Let F be a finite abelian extension of a number field L with G D Gal.F=L/ D ¹ 1 D Id; : : : ; n º. We introduce a simple criterion which enables us to determine whether the conjugates of an element x 2 F form a normal basis of F over L. Proof. Let x be the value in (4.5). We then see from the proof of Theorem 4.5 that jx =xj < 1 for all ¤ Id 2 Gal.H O =K/. Therefore, the result follows from Lemma 4.8.
Generators of class fields with conductors of prime power
Let
be the (discriminant) -function. In this section we shall construct primitive generators of ring class fields with conductor of prime power by utilizing singular values of the -function. Throughout this section we let K be an imaginary quadratic field of discriminant d K and O K D OEÂ; 1 be its ring of integers with Â 2 H. For a nonzero integral ideal f of K we denote by Cl.f/ the ray class group of conductor f and write C 0 for its unit class. If f ¤ O K and C 2 Cl.f/, then we take any integral ideal c in C such that fc 1 D OEz 1 ; z 2 with z D z 1 =z 2 2 H. Now we define the Siegel-Ramachandra invariant by
where N is the smallest positive integer in f and a; b 2 Z are integers satisfying 1 D .a=N /z 1 C .b=N /z 2 . This value depends only on the class C (see [20, Chapter 2, Remark to Theorem 1.2]), and belongs to the ray class field K f modulo f of K ([20, Chapter 2, Proposition 1.3, and Chapter 11, Theorem 1.1]). Furthermore, we have a well-known transformation formula If f ¤ O K , then we see from the second Kronecker limit formula that
where T 0 is a nonzero constant depending on 0 ([21, Chapter 22, Theorem 2]). Here we observe that the value L f .1; 0 / is nonzero ([12, Chapter IV, Proposition 5.7]). Moreover, multiplying the above relation by the Euler factors we derive the identity
where T is a nonzero constant depending on f and ([20, p. 244]).
Theorem 5.1. Let L be an abelian extension of K with OEL W K > 2h K , where h K is the class number of K. Assume that the conductor of the extension L=K is a power of prime ideal, namely f D p n (n 1). Then the value
Proof. We identify Gal. 
which is a contradiction. Therefore L D F as desired.
Remark 5.2. Schertz achieved in [26] a similar result for generators of the ray class fields.
We apply this theorem to obtain ring class invariants in terms of singular values of the -function. To this end we are in need of certain relation between Siegel functions and the -function. where the left hand side is understood to be 1 when N D 1.
Proof. From the identity
. Remark 5.5. Unfortunately, however, we cannot guarantee the fact that the conjugates of the value in (5.7) (or its inverse) constitute a normal basis of H O over K.
Construction of normal bases
Given an imaginary quadratic field K (¤ Q. p 1/; Q. p 3/) we consider the extension K .p 2 m/ =K .pm/ for a prime p 5 and an integer m 1 relatively prime to p. In this section we shall construct a normal basis of each intermediate field F over K .pm/ in a different way from Section 4, namely by using the idea of Kawamoto ( [16] ).
First we shall explicitly determine all intermediate fields F between K .p 2 m/ and K .pm/ . Let Â be as in (3.1) and set min.
by (3.10). Since OEK .p 2 m/ W K .pm/ D p 2 by the formula (3.11), we readily know by inspection that
which shows that ' .Z=pZ/ 2 . Hence an element of is of the form Then we have the field tower:
On some arithmetic properties of Siegel functions (II) 21 of order p. Further, let F .k;`/ be its corresponding fixed field of .k;`/ , namely
.p 2 m/ for .k;`/ 2 ¹.0; 1/; .1; 0/; .1; 1/; : : : ; .1; p 1/º:
Then we have the field tower:
F Hence we get the assertion by (3.9).
Let us investigate the action of .k;`/ on p 2 and g 12m .0;1=pm/ .Â /. To this end we decompose .k;`/ into .k;`/ D˛. k;`/ ˇ. k;`/
We see directly from (2.3) that the function g 12m .0;1=pm/ . / has Fourier coefficients in Q. pm /. Thus the action of˛. k;`/ is described by (3.10) and (2.1) as Hence we get the assertion by (3.9).
We see directly from (2.3) that the function g 12m .0;1=pm/ . / has Fourier coefficients in Q. pm /. Thus the action of˛. k;`/ is described by (3.10) and (2.1) as .2 B Â`/ mx Á 6`y (mod p) otherwise:
Proof. It follows from (6.1) and (6.2) that . which reduces to (6.3) . This proves the lemma. we get the conclusion.
To accomplish our goal, we are in need of the following two lemmas: Hence the conjugates of P p 1 sD0 s p 2 and P p 1 sD0 g 12ms .0;1=pm/ .Â / over K .pm/ form normal bases of F 1 and F 2 , respectively, by Lemmas 6.5 and 6.1. The theorem follows from Lemma 6.6.
On some arithmetic properties of Siegel functions (II) 49 7 Galois module structure Let L be a number field and p be an odd prime. We say that an extension L 1 =L is a Z p -extension of L if there exists a sequence of cyclic extensions of L [17] that a finite Galois extension F of L has a normal p-integral basis over L if O F OE1=p is a free O L OE1=pGal.F=L/-module of rank one. We then say that a Z p -extension L 1 of L has a normal basis over L if each L n has a normal p-integral basis over L.
On the other hand, we see from [18] that there is a negative data for Greenberg's conjecture. For instance, for a positive square free integer d with .
It was shown in [7] and [8] that if 3 divides the class number of L and if every Z 3 -extension of L 0 has a normal basis, then the -invariant of the cyclotomic Z 3 -extension of L does not vanish. This suggests a relation between the existence of normal basis in Z p -extension and the Greenberg's conjecture, which motivates this section. Now, let K (¤ Q. p 1/; Q. p 3/) be an imaginary quadratic field, p 5 be a prime and m 1 be an integer relatively prime to p. Further, let n andb e positive integers with n 2`. Observe that the extension K .p n m/ =K .p`m/ is unramified outside p ([4, Chapter 3]) and Observe that in particular, g.Â/ is fixed by˛p n `a nd hence by h˛p n `i hˇp n `i . Thus g.Â/ belongs to K .p n m/ by (7.3).
On the other hand, we see from (3.10) that
Gal.K .p n m/ =K .p`m/ / D h˛i hˇi in GL 2 .Z=p n mZ/=¹˙I 2 º with˛andˇof order p n `. Suppose that˛AˇB fixes both p n and g.Â/ for some 0 Ä A; B < p n `. Since Observe that in particular, g.Â/ is fixed by˛p n `a nd hence by h˛p n `i hˇp n `i . Thus g.Â/ belongs to K .p n m/ by (7.3).
Gal.K .p n m/ =K .p`m/ / D h˛i hˇi in GL 2 .Z=p n mZ/=¹˙I 2 º with˛andˇof order p n `. Suppose that˛AˇB fixes both p n and g.Â / for some 0 Ä A; B < p n `. Since . p n /˛AˇB D . p n / det.˛A/ D .1Cp`m/ 2A p n by (3.10), (2.1) and (2.2), we have A D 0. It then follows B D 0 from (7.4). Therefore we conclude that K .p n m/ D K .p`m/ . p n ; g.Â // by Galois theory. Now we are in the following situation:
K .p`m/ . p n / K .p`m/ .g.Â // K .p n m/ D K .p`m/ . p n ; g.Â // cyclic of degree p n H ere we see K .p`m/ . p n / \ K .p`m/ .g.Â// D K .p`m/ by analyzing the actions of andˇin the proof of Lemma 7.2. Then we are ready to attain our aim by means of the following two lemmas.
Here we see K .p`m/ . p n / \ K .p`m/ .g.Â// D K .p`m/ by analyzing the actions of andˇin the proof of Lemma 7.2. Then we are ready to attain our aim by means of the following two lemmas.
